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1 Introduction
Recently there has been considerable progress in the understanding of material in-
stabilities such as symmetry-breaking solid-solid phase transformations and the as-
sociated onset of microstructure. The variational treatment for the corresponding
equilibrium problems generally leads to the study of nonconvex energy functionals
for which there exist multiple minimizers. This severe nonuniqueness may be due in
part to the lack of a surface energy contribution in the total energy, as well as to the
fact that in the static framework we are ignoring the dynamical process, responsible
in part for selecting physically preferred steady states (see [1], [3], [4], [5], [15]). In
this work we present some results on the role of dynamics in the creation and evolu-
tion of oscillatory microstructure. A complete description can be found in Brandon,
Fonseca & Swart [6],

We study the dynamics of oscillations in a one-dimensional model of a nonlinear
visco-elastic solid which can undergo displacive phase transformations, as described
by

uu = (*(ux) + 0uxt)x - auy ( l . l)

where

a{ux) := ul - ux, 0 > 0, Q > 0,

u((M) = u(l,<) = 0, (1.2)



 



 



 



and with initial data

,O) = &(*), 0 < x < l . (1.3)

This problem was introduced by Ball, Holmes, James, Pego k Swart in [3] as a
model dissipative evolution equation whose underlying energy functional does not
attain a minimum in the space of "classical" functions. Minimizing sequences develop
oscillations and their macroscopic weak limits are nonminimizing states.

In order to gain some insight into the dynamical onset and pattern of the mi-
crostructure, we analyze the creation and propagation of oscillations through the
behavior of the generalized measure-valued solutions (Young measures) (see also [4],
[8]).

Using the theory of compensated compactness together with techniques developed
by Tartar for the study of the Carleman and Broad well models [21], we show that,
regardless of the presence of oscillations in the initial velocity 6, oscillations cannot
be created in finite time, but if they exist in the initial strain {a[} then they must
persist in the strain ux for all time. Also, in order to follow the propagation of these
oscillations we determine the evolution problem solved by the Young's probability
measure associated with the weakly converging solution sequence { ( ^ S ^ ) } -

In this setting the evolution is governed by the nonlinear partial differential equa-
tion (1.1) which is closely related to that of viscoelasticity with underlying static
problem of mixed type. Physically, u = u(x,t) represents the displacement of a one-
dimensional viscoelastic continuum bonded, with strength a, to a rigid substrate.
The function a gives the nonconvex stress-strain response corresponding to a strain
energy density VF, precisely a(z) := dW(z)/dz, while fiuxxt represents linear New-
tonian viscosity. To make things concrete we choose W(z) = ^(z2 — I)2 as a simple
but typical multi-well strain energy density. This choice is not crucial, and any two-
well potential W with non-monotone, cubic-like derivative a(z) will produce similar
results. We refer to [3] for more details.

The evolution equation (1.1) can be derived as the Euler-Lagrange equation cor-
responding to the energy functional

j2
tdx + I[u), (1.4)

with total stored elastic energy

J[u] = / 0
1

Differentiating this energy along sufficiently smooth solutions gives

dE
E > 0 and — = -0IMI2, , for all t > 0, (1.5)

dt



thus E is a Liapunov function for the dynamics, i.e. E is nonincreasing along solutions
(and strictly decreasing provided ||tixt||x,2 ^ 0).

The nonuniqueness of solution for the equilibrium problem is readily seen. The
equilibrium states of (1.1)—(1.3) are solutions of the boundary value problem

/ (ul - ux)x - QU = 0

and are obtained by fitting together segments lying on the level sets of the first integral

3u< u2
x au2

— - — - — = constant,

in the range l/v^3 < \ux\ < 2/>/3 with appropriate jump conditions, namely, that
u and CT(UX) = u^ — ux be continuous at discontinuities in ux (cf. [3]). Such steady
states can have arbitrary many discontinuities in ux, located with complete freedom,
the only restriction being the constraint imposed by the boundary conditions, namely
/o1 uxdx = u(l,<) - u(0,t) = 0. If, in addition, a'(ux) = 3ux - 1 > a0 > 0 a.e., then
such equilibria are exponentially asymptotically stable with respect to perturbations
which do not move or introduce strain (ux) discontinuities, and are therefore weak
relative minimizers (in the sense of [11]) of the total energy E. We refer to [3] for
more details.

As in [15] and [3], we transform to new variables p(x,<), g(x,t), where

,<):= / ut{s,t)ds- I I ut{s,t)ds dx, q := /3ux - p,
Jo Jo Jo7'
Jo Jo Jo

observing that

and that JQ pdx = /o
a qdx = 0. Let B denote the solution operator for the Neumann

problem Bw := £/, where

UXT = w— I wdx for 0 < x < l,c/x(0,-) = (7x(l, •) = 0, / f/rfx = 0, •
Jo Jo

so that ny ri rx ty

wdzdy— / / wdzdydx.
Jo Jo Jo

Equations (1.1)—(1.3) then transform into the semilinear degenerate parabolic system

where

0 — f < l ( n ± / i l / H I \ ' V /

F(w):=a(w)- a{w)dx-aBw, (1.7)
Jo



subject to the Neuman boundary conditions

In both [15] and [3] this representation is exploited extensively. Local existence and
uniqueness of solutions follow from standard semigroup results (as presented for ex-
ample in [10]), and global existence follows from the fact that the equation in (1.6)
for the q component can be viewed as an ODE at almost every x. More precisely, if
a e Wl'°°(Ptl) and 6 € £2(0,l) then, for any r > 0, v < \ and some 7 > 0, it is
shown in [3] and [15] that

ti € C([0,oo),Wl<°°), uxt e CT([r, 00), I " ) , utt € CT([r,00),C").

The p component (and therefore also ut) enjoys a limited amount of smoothing,
whereas the q component (and therefore also the strain ux) is rot smoothed at all.
In fact, the viscoelastic damping allows only stationary strain discontinuities (i.e. in
ux) and prohibits the creation (in finite time) of any discontinuities not present in
the initial data.

2 Creation of oscillations
In this section we are interested in the dynamical behavior of solutions to (1.1) with
oscillatory initial data (similar questions were addressed in [13], [16], [17], [19], [20]).
For this purpose let {uc} denote a sequence of solutions to (1.1) arising from increas-
ingly oscillatory initial data as c—•(), namely

where, as before, <r{uc
x) = (t^)3 - u*. The parameter e > 0 can be thought of as

denoting the length-scale of spatial oscillations in the initial data. In the p, q variables
we have

subject to the Neumann boundary conditions

P « ( 0 , 0 - J>*(M) = 0, < > 0 .

In view of (1.4) we consider sequences of initial data, {a £} and {6C}, for which

C- (2-2)



For weak solutions of (1.1) - (1.3) we have the weak form of viscoelastic energy
dissipation

and an immediate consequence of the non-increasing nature of E(t) is that

uc € BddL°°(0,T; W0
M), uf € BddL°°(0,T,L2).

(We write uc € BddL°°(X) to denote the fact that {uc} is uniformly bounded in
L°°(X).) Moreover, from (1.5),

and since 2? > 0 it follows that

The above energy estimates can also be expressed in terms of p and q\ from the
relations pi = txf and pt + ge = #u* we obtain

p€ € BddL°°(0,T\Hl)nL2(0,T;H2),
q€ eBddL°°(0,T;L4)nHl(0,T;L7),

and therefore, from (1.7) and the choice a(ux) = u\ — ux, we have that

rf = ^PL + FC, FC €
where

Note that if we had the slightly sharper bound F€ € BddL2(0,T;P), then there
would be a weak solution with pf € BddL2(Q,T;L2) and therefore also p\x = (pf -

€ BddL2(0,T,L2), where we have used (with V = # \ i f = I2)

Theorem 2.1 [ Existence of weak solutions, [12]]
Ifuo € V *Aen t/iere extste a T > 0 end a untrue solution u € C(0,T; V) such that

L2(0,T;H), (2.3)

ancf

in the distributional sense in L2(0,T\H).



From compensated compactness (see [7], [14], [18]) it would then follow that

pi converges strongly in L]oc ((0,T) x (0,1)). (2.5)

Precisely, here we applied the following result

Theorem 2.2 Let {pc} € BddH^^T) x (0,l)),p< — p° in fr^T) x (0,1)),
and assume that {pj.x} € BddL2((0,T) X (0,1)). 7Vien p< converges strongly to p°x in
I?oc((0,r)x(0,l)).

Despite having only the weaker bound Fe € BddL2(0,T;L*) at our disposal, we
now show the existence of weak solutions, and, moreover, that (2.5) remains valid,
even in the possible presence of (initial) singularities in Fc. Our proof relies on the
following decomposition of the function Fe.

Lemma 2.3 [Decomposition of singularities]
Let f € Lp(fl), with Q C Rn open and bounded and 1 < p < 2. For any 6 > 0, there

exists a decomposition f = /i(<5) + /2(<5), such that h(6) € L1^), f2(6) € I2(fl), and

II/I(«)IILI^«H/II^ ll/2(«)ll* < ^II/IILP. (2.6)

Using this lemma, we now show that (2.5) holds, by decomposing Fc(t) € L* as
the sum of an L2 function and an arbitrarily small Ll function. This representation,
together with the lemma below, allows us to extract a stronglv convergent subsequence
of {Pi}-

Lemma 2.4 Let {xn} be a bounded sequence in a complete metric space {X,d) and
assume that, for any 6 > 0, the sequence {xn} is contained in the open 6-neighborhood
of some compact set K$ C X. Then {xn} contains a convergent subsequence.

Theorem 2.5
For initial data satisfying the minimal regularity requirement (2.2) for finite-energy
solutions, there exists a unique sequence of distributional solutions to (2.1). Further-
more, {uf} = {pi} converges strongly in lfoc((0,T) x (0,1)).

Proof.
For any 6 > 0, according to Lemma 2.3 we can decompose Fe as

with F?(6)(-,t) € V and F${6){-,t) € L7 satisfying



We now solve for p€ = p\(6) + pf(^), where

and r
\

Since X1 w (tf1)', there exists a unique weak solution p$(6) €
satisfying

On the other hand, since F2
e(<$) € BddL2{0, T\ I 2 ) , Theorem 2.1 yields a unique weak

solution p\{6) € BddH1 ((0,T)x(0,1)) satisfying {(PUS))^} € BddL2((Q,T)x (0,1)).
Thus, from Theorem 2.2 it follows that {pfW*} C A'$, where for each 6 > 0, A"« is a
compact subset of Ljoc({0, T) x (0,1)), with diameter proportional to l/£.

We have therefore established the existence of a weak solution p€ for which

dist({pih K6) < sup ||tf (S)*||LW)X(o,i)) < C6,

i.e., for each S > 0 the sequence {p£} lies in a ^-neighborhood of some compact K6 C
Xfoc((0, T) x (0,1)). We are now in a position to apply Lemma 2.4, which guarantees
the existence of a subsequence u\' = p*' that converges strongly in £?oc((0, T) x (0,1)).

D

3 Propagation of oscillations
In Theorem 2.5 above, it was shown that any oscillatory microstructure in the trans-
formed system (2.1) must be restricted to the q component, or, equivalently, to ux

in the original evolution equation (1.1). Also, there is a smoothing effect in that
oscillations in the initial velocity ut(x,0) = Px(*,0) = b(x) immediately vanish due
to the parabolic nature of the evolution equation (1.6) for p.

In this section we show that oscillatory microstructure will persist where initially
present, by deriving upper and lower limits on its rate of growth (Theorem 3.4).
Moreover, for this problem microstructure cannot migrate into regions initially free
of oscillations.

We henceforth restrict our attention to solutions for which ux € X°°, and therefore
consider the problem (1.1)-(1.3) with initial data ae,6€, satisfying

C. (3.1)



This is the case studied in [3], where existence, uniqueness and regularity of solution
were described as follows.

Theorem 3.1 [Existence and uniqueness of strong solutions, Ball et al. [3]].
Suppose a € Wof00,6 G L2. Then for any T > 0, a unique solution of (LI) - (1.3)
exists, satisfying

{u,ut} € C([0,oo),W^°° x I2) n ^((0,00), Wi1'00 x C)

and
utt € C((0,oo),C),<r(ux) +jSu* € C((0,oo),Cl).

Furthermore, we have

) I I H ' I . ~ < M < O C , (3.2)

<)llv .̂~ ^ N<oo, Vr>0, (3.3)v
t>r

and the energy identity (1-5) holds for all t > 0.

From (3.2) we have supe t ||9
c(0,<)|| < M{0) < oo, and we can therefore extract a

subsequence of {q€} that converges weak-* in L°°. Also, from (3.3) and since p^ = u\,
we have that (a subsequence) {p€

x} converges weak-* in L°° and we write:

Definition 3.2

P, := limp6,

Rn := weak-*lim(p6)n,

Qm := weak-*lim(9
€)Tn

Wm := QK-Q^QL

Remark 3.3
i) Clearly Ri = P\x and by Theorem 2.4 {pl

x} converges strongly in Ifoc((0,T) x
(0,1)), 1 < p < +oo. Therefore Rn = (Ha)n.

ii) It is well known that W2 > 0 and that {q*} is a strongly convergent sequence
if and only if W2 = 0, i.e. Q2 = Q\. Therefore W2 can be viewed as a measure for
the extent to which the sequence {q€} fails to converge strongly due to the formation
of oscillations.

Knowing the dynamical behavior of W2, we are able to characterize the growth or
decay of oscillatory microstructure. For this purpose, we derive an evolution equation
for W2 from which we derive the following constraint on the growth of oscillatory
microstructure.



Theorem 3-4

W2{x,0)eHl-*M9)t < W2(x,t) < W2(*,0)eK (3.4)

Remark 3.5
i) If the initial data contains no oscillatory microstructure on a subset (a, 6) (i.e.

W(x,0) = 0 for x € (a, 6)), then this result shows that no microstructure can be
created there in finite positive time, thereby ruling out the dynamical migration of
microstructure into regions initially free of oscilations. On the other hand, in those
regions where oscillatory microstructure is present, its "strength" — as measured by
W2 = Q2 — Q\ — cannot increase faster than e*1.

ii) Note that the upper bound (3.4) does not depend on a , and (3.4) is therefore
valid even if a = 0 (the case studied in [15]). The origin of a possible exponential
growth in W2 then becomes clearer if we observe that (3.4) also holds for the simpler
ODE

obtained by setting p = 0, a = 0. Here a small but highly oscillatory perturbation of
the unstable steady state q = 0 (corresponding to ux = 0) which separates the two
isolated wells at q = ±/? (corresponding to ux = ±1) will also lead to such a rapid
initial increase in Q2 — Q\-

iii) This theorem shows the persistence of oscillatory microstructure, i. e. if
initially present, it cannot disappear in finite time.

iv) Note that the exponent in (3.4) can have either sign. In particular, when
0 becomes very small (the case of small damping), this theorem predicts a strong
exponential growth in the existing microstructure (as measured by nonzero Hr

2).
v) This persistence, or even possible exponential growth, in oscillatory microstruc-

ture is in marked contrast with the behavior of entropy solutions of a 2 x 2 hyperbolic
system of conservation laws:

*t + f{u)* = 0. (3.5)

In the genuinely nonlinear case, of which Burger's equation (/(u) = u2/2) is the pro-
totypical example, the pioneering paper of DiPerna [8] showed that, roughly speaking,
oscillations of wavelength 1 have a lifetime of the order of e, i.e. as time evolves, can-
cellation and acoustic absorption cause the instantaneous destruction of all oscillatory
microstructure in the initial data.

Theorem 3.4 above shows that the evolution equation under question has more
in common with the linearly degenerate case of (3.5), studied for example in [17],
[16] and [22], in which oscillations cannot be created if not initially present, but, if
present, can persist and propagate along the linear degenerate field. For our case,
however, oscillatory microstructure cannot propagate, due to the ODE-like evolution
of the q component.



4 Evolution of Young measures
As in Section 3 we assume that

and suppose further that

If {ax} oscillates, then by Theorem 3.4 so does {ux} and in this case the Young
measure {AXtt}(x,y) generated by a subsequence of {(uj, ux)} helps us identify nonlinear
weak limits of {{ul

t,ux)}. We recall (see [2], [7], [14], [18])

Definition 4.1 Let {un} be a sequence in BddL°°(Q), where Q is a bounded, open
subset ofRN. Then there exists a subsequence {u/J and a family of probability mea-
sures {^x}x€0 such that if f : R —• R is a continuous function then

f(uh) ~ f in

where
f(x) := / f{y)dvx{y), for a. e. x 6 U.

The parametrized measure {^r}x€fi *$ sa^ '° ^e ^ e Young measure generated by {1//J.

In our context, if {Ax,t}(x,t) is the Young measure generated by some subsequence
(uj',t/!r)} and if / : R2 —* R is a continuous function, then

Note that since the set of polynomials in R2 is dense in C0(R2), the Young measure
{Ax,«}(i,«) is completely characterized by its moments ' •

/ snymd\x4{s,y) = weak-* limit of (uf ) " « ' ) m .

Using the notation introduced in Definition 3.2 and by virtue of the strong con-
vergence of {u\} (see Theorem 2.4) we have

JR3 s»ymdAxAs, y) = weak-* limit of (pf)« (*4"^
/ \ V ' (4.1)

3



Theorem 4-2 [Uniqueness of the Young measure]
If the subsequences o/(uf,t/*), {(uf\uf!)}and{(uf* yuf.*)}, have corresponding Young
measures {AXft}(x,t), {AXtt}(Xtt), then AXit = Ax,t. In particular, the sequence {(uf ,u x )}
converges weak-* in L°°.

Proof,
The latter part of the statement is a consequence of the uniqueness of the Young
measure. Indeed, if {AXtt}(x,t) is the Young measure generated by (a subsequence of)
{(uf,t4)} then any subsequence of {(uf,u^)} admits a (sub)subsequence {(uf',u^')}
generating the same Young measure, and so

(uf ftif) -

and we conclude that there is uniqueness of all weak-* sublimits of {(uf,u^)}.
By (4.1)

A,,« = Ax,t <=> P, = A and <?m = <?m Vm.

^"e now show that Pi = Pj and Q m = Q m at / = 0 implies Pi = Pi and Qm = Qm

for t > 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that 0=1. From (2.1) we have, for

from which we deduce that

£r =m at

where
/ ' 2 + a'(Pi)Qi + a(P,)} rfx + aB{Px

and similarly for the (5m (with j \ replacing P^ etc.). At < = 0,

(?m(x,0) = Qm(x,0) = Am(x) = weak-*lim [a€ -

Therefore,

mot



Let 6m(t) := \\Qm(-,t) - <2m(-,Olli~(oi) {60 s 6X = 0). Using the uniform bounds
(3.2), (3.3)

for some constant K > 0, and it is straightforward to show that, for some constant
C = C{K) > 0 (which need not necessarily be the same in each step below), we have

-Sm(t) < C ft{Sm.1m Jo

+ CA"*+1 J*

Moreover,

hence

We therefore have that

II«*IIL« < (2AT

—MO < CKm+1at + Civ'"141 / ' {«! + ^ + 63) (s) ds
m Jo

+ C f {6m_! + 6m + 6m+1 + 6m+2} (s) ds, (4.2)

where a := j(Pi — A||L<»- Without loss of generality, we can take C, K > 1 so that

+ *m + • • • + 6m+2)(s)ds}

This inequality implies that for all k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,

MO < cfaij lf + C<f>(2/0mt* (4.3)

where

? l y \ if.'

and aJJ' = 0, with

if *



and C<?> = 1.
Let t < Tm := Since, as k —• +00,

14C(2A')«,

by the Weierstrass ratio test we have

C<f>(2A')m<fc - 0, Sm(t) := f>£>*1' is convergent.
«=o

This result, together with (4.2), yields

MO < aSm(t)

for all m,0 < t < T'. On the other hand, by (1.6) we have

- A)xx + /(Pi - A,<5,,62,^3)

(4.4)

where

(Pz - A), = (A - A)
(P,-A)(x,0) = 0
(Pi - A)r((M) = 0 = (P, - A)x(

Su62J3)\ < Const.(a + a2 + a3

(4.5)
M), * > 0,

\f(Pi - PuSu62J3)\ < Const.(a + a2 + a3 + |6a| + |<52| + |63|).
Multiplying the equation for (i^ — A) in (4.8) by (P2 — Pj), integrating by parts,
using Gronwall's lemma and (4.7), we conclude that (Pi — Pi) = 0 in [0,7") and
(4.7) yields

6m(0 = 0in[0,r).

Translating the origin to t = ^ and repeating the above argument a finite number
of times, we conclude that Sm(t) = 0 for t £ [0,T) and this completes the proof. D
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